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Abstract More and more companies and institutes report about radiographic film re-
placement techniques and publish different ways to prove the required and obtained 
image quality. The motivation is usually cost reduction due to shorter exposure times 
and lower storage costs, smaller space requirements and elimination of chemical 
processing inclusive associated waste handling and disposal. There are no other pub-
lications known, which explore these upper limits of image quality achievable by the 
new digital techniques. This is important for inspection of safety relevant and high 
risk parts, as e.g. in nuclear or aerospace industries. A new calibration and measure-
ment procedure for digital detector arrays (DDA) was explored to obtain the maxi-
mum signal/noise ratio achievable with DDAs. This procedure yields a contrast sensi-
tivity which allows distinguishing wall thickness changes of up to 1/1000 of the pene-
trated material thickness. Standard film radiography using NDT film systems (with 
and without lead screens) achieves a wall thickness contrast which is not better than 
1/100 even with the best film system class (class “C1” according to EN 584-1 or 
“special” according to ASTM E 1815). The comparison is based on parameter studies 
which measure contrast/noise ratios and determine the basic spatial resolution as well 
as a comparison of radiological images of selected parts with fine flaws.  
This paper also presents a probability of detection study (POD) comparing the four 
different technologies used today – double wall- and single wall film technique, real-
time imaging and imaging with digital detector arrays and frame integration.  
Experiences from practical aerospace applications with welds and turbine blades ver-
ify the advantages of film free systems. Digital imaging opens the door to new me-
chanical testing concepts for faster and more reliable inspection of safety critical parts 
in aircrafts. 

Introduction  

For more than 100 years industrial radiology has been based on X-ray film. Special film 
systems have been developed for NDT applications, which have better image quality than 
medical film systems but lower speed. High spatial resolution is obtained by combination 
of these films with lead screens instead of fluorescence screens. Medical film systems have 
been developed under other requirements than NDT film systems because it is necessary in 
medicine to find a compromise between minimum patient dose and suitable image quality.  

New digital detectors array (DDA) systems were developed for medical applica-
tions, which have the potential to replace the X-ray film and revolutionize the radiological 
technique. These detectors enable new computer based applications with new intelligent 
computer based methods. These technological and algorithmic developments are also ap-
plicable to new NDT procedures.  
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But there exist also risks. Because the technology was developed primarily for 
medical applications, its weakest point is the low spatial resolution of most of the new 
DDA systems in comparison to NDT film. Additionally the application range of most 
DDAs is limited to lower X-ray energies (< 250 keV).  

DDAs can be calibrated with new multi gain procedures which eliminate their struc-
tural noise almost completely. These techniques are not applicable for film based tech-
niques. Therefore, DDA systems permit low noise imaging in radiography and pave the 
way for new applications which require extra high contrast, sensitivity and wall thickness 
dynamics in the images.  

An extraordinary economical advantage also exists where the classical film tech-
nique is replaced by digital detection and processing systems. Shorter processing and inter-
pretation (P+I) cycles and the high image quality imply better product quality in a shorter 
time in comparison to the film technique and/or other NDT methods. This can amount to 
about 25% of the cycle time of P+I for mobile testing and even less than 5% for serial in-
spection of castings and welds. The elimination of consumables in digital radiology is an 
additional monetary and a considerable ecological advantage.  

 

1. Image Quality Parameters 

Image quality can mainly be defined with three parameters (see also ASTM E 94 for film 
systems). These values are somewhat impractical and therefore other parameters are used in 
digital imaging (see also ASTM E 1000, E 1316). Nevertheless, the classical parameters 
are described and new parameters for digital radiology are explained as follows:  

 Basic Spatial Resolution (SRB) – geometrical resolution of the image in x- and y-
direction; describes the smallest detail perpendicular to the X-ray beam which will be 
resolved in the image. It is also known as effective pixel resolution and corresponds to 
½ of the detector unsharpness. 

 Relative Contrast - is the ratio of the intensity difference of two adjacent image areas 
representing different material thickness and the mean of these intensities (see ASTM E 
1000, subject contrast). Intensity values of digital radiological images are also known as 
linear grey values.   

 Relative Noise – the noise level is measured as ratio of the standard deviation in an area 
of homogeneous exposure in the image and the mean of these intensities. A detail can 
only be seen in an image, if the contrast of the detail is larger than the noise. 

The practical image quality parameters in digital radiology are (additional to the SRB): 

 Contrast Sensitivity (CS) – contrast resolution of the image in X-ray beam direction; it 
describes the smallest difference in material thickness which will be visible in the im-
age. 

 Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) – is the inverse relative noise. Since it is independent of 
the object to test, it is suitable for the general characteristic of a DDA.  

 Contrast to Noise Ratio (CNR) – is the quotient of contrast and noise. It is also the quo-
tient of relative contrast to relative noise. It describes the detection of material thickness 
differences. 

 Grey Level Resolution – characterises the number of available grey levels for image 
viewing, printing and interpretation. Typical values for presentation on monitors are 8 
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bit, which corresponds to 256 grey levels. The human eye can distinguish between 60 
and 100 grey levels. Radiographic images have typically 1000 to 60000 grey levels, 
which requires image processing to adapt to a human operator. 

 

 
Spatial Resolution limited by:  
16 * 16 pixel 

 
Spatial Resolution limited 
by:  64 * 64 pixel 

 
Spatial Resolution limited 
by:  256 * 256 pixel 

 
Grey level resolution:  
2 grey levels 

 
Grey level resolution:  
16 grey levels 

 
Grey level resolution:  
256 grey levels 

 

Signal to Noise Ratio:  2 

 

Signal to Noise Ratio:  6 

 

Signal to Noise Ratio:  80 

Fig. 1: Three practical image quality factors: Spatial Resolution, Grey Level Resolution and SNR 

 

There are some dependencies between the parameter, e.g. SNR and CS are related 
to each other. Additionally, image lag is another quality parameter which describes the sig-
nal behaviour in time. In this paper the quality of “still images” will be discussed only. 
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2. Basic Spatial Resolution (SRB)  

 

 

 
Fig. 2:  Basic Spatial Resolution of Film (top (Mag.=1))  
 and DDA (middle (Mag.=1) and (down (Mag.=3.6)) [A] 
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Film has a superior SRB compared with DDAs. This is essential when no magnifica-
tion (Mag.=1) is used. With no magnification the SRB of a digital system is much lower 
compared to film (see middle picture in figure 2; wire pair D7 indicates a SRB of 200µm; 
D13 represents <50µm).  

With a suitable magnification – and a small size of the focal spot – a geometrical 
resolution like in film radiography can be achieved. The magnification was 3.6 for the last 
picture in figure 2, using a 200µm detector.  

The paper will show that the very high SRB is not necessary in most applications 
because  higher contrast sensitivity can compensate a lower SRB. Additionally, a suitable 
material dependent distance between object and detector reduces the scattered radiation, 
which also improves the contrast sensitivity. 

 

3. Contrast Sensitivity (CS) 

Contrast Sensitivity is determined by the signal to noise ratio and the influence of the scat-
tered radiation. The contrast sensitivity in percent of wall thickness (CS%wt) is given by the 
following equation:  

eff
wt wEISNR

PTCS
μ⋅⋅

=
),(%   (1) 

I – Signal intensity or grey value 

E – Energy distribution of radiation 

w – Penetrated wall thickness 

µeff – Effective attenuation coefficient 

PT – Perception threshold for human inspectors (for simplification = 1) 

 

It depends on different parameters like radiation energy, signal intensity, detector settings, 
penetrated wall thickness, material type or the visual perception threshold which itself de-
pends on the shape of the object.  

In difference to film systems  DDAs have a unique property: Multiple images can 
be taken at identical pixel positions of the detector and cumulated. To get rid of the struc-
tural noise of the DDA it can be calibrated on pixel basis with suitable energy and material 
in the beam similar to the test object. This unique feature allows the exact calibration of 
DDAs for high contrast sensitivity. The key for high contrast sensitivity is the exact calibra-
tion of each detector pixel to obtain the same radiation response as the neighbourhood de-
tector pixel.  

A contrast sensitivity of less than 0.2% can be achieved with a proper calibration 
over a material thickness range of 10 to 110mm of Aluminium or with Stainless Steel in the 
range of 1.25mm to 13.75mm (see Fig. 3) even with short exposure times. 
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Fig. 3: Contrast Sensitivity for Aluminium and stainless Steel [B] 

 

With the best film systems (class C1 EN 584-1) a contrast sensitivity of 1% can be 
achieved under good conditions. How a higher contrast sensitivity can compensate the 
lower SRB of DDA’s will be discussed later in this paper. 

 

4. Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)  

In classical radiography the film granularity limits the “noise level”. Film systems are char-
acterised by the gradient GD (at D = 2 and D = 4 above fog and base) and the granularity σD 
at D = 2 above fog and base. The most important parameter for the perception of fine flaws 
is the gradient over granularity ratio G2/σD, which can be used to calculate the correspond-
ing SNR. 
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The conversion of G2/σ D into SNR values is based on the assumption that both sys-
tems, the NDT film system and the DDA system, provide signals (optical density   or digi-
tal grey values), which are approximately proportional to the exposure dose. The equivalent 
SNR values can be calculated for linear systems by [1]: 

 SNR = (G2/σD) / ln(10)   (2)  

The SNR values of film systems are measured (see CEN E 584-1, ASTM E 1815) 
with a circular diaphragm of 100 µm diameter after exposure to a diffuse optical density of 
2 above fog and base. The diaphragm area (aperture) has to be converted into a square 
shaped area for comparison of film systems to digital images or detectors. The equivalent 
square area of a picture element (pixel) amounts to 88.6 x 88.6 µm², which corresponds to a 
resolution of 287 dpi. The pixel size/area is important, because the SNR depends on the 
pixel area. The SNR increases proportional to the square root of the pixel area under same 
exposure conditions (same radiation quality and exposure time).  

Therefore, the new standard proposals for DDA radiology require minimum nor-
malised SNRNorm limits for qualification. The measured SNRmeas has to be corrected by: 

 
B

measNorm SR
mSNRSNR μ6.88⋅=   (3) 

SRB is the basic spatial resolution (in µm), which corresponds to the effective pixel 
size (square root of pixel area).  SRB can be measured with the duplex wire method as de-
scribed in EN 462-5 or ASTM E2002. 

Noise in the image – as we measure it with the Standard Deviation – has mainly two 
different components: 

1. statistical noise or X-ray quantum noise which is proportional to the square root of dose 

2. structural noise which mainly result from the non-uniformity of the DDA pixels 

Additional the material inhomogeneity limits the achievable SNR. E.g. for Alumin-
ium it is in the range of about SNRnorm = 1000. 

 

Fig. 4: Normalized SNR without calibration effects based on difference images [C] 
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To eliminate the structural noise which is constant in time, we did the noise meas-
urement in the difference image of two images with same exposure conditions. Figure 4 
shows the normalized SNR for different energies calculated out of the differences of two 
images. The SNR level is determined by the radiation quality (energy) and depends clearly 
on the square root of the exposure time (quantum noise). The SNR is limited by a Standard 
Deviation < 1 (digitization limit). As a result the slope shows the efficiency of a DDA at 
different energies. 

In difference to film systems the image quality parameter SNR – and according to 
(1) also CS – can be adjusted for a DDA system by the exposure time. There are no fixed 
classes coming with the hardware like with film systems, where you buy the SNR (or Gra-
dient/Granularity ratio) together with the film type.  

 

5. Influence of the DDA Calibration  

The DDA calibration is the key to a high CS and SNR because with the calibration the 
structural noise of DDA can be reduced. Compared to a “standard calibration” with single 
offset and gain images an adapted Multi Gain correction can produce a much higher SNR 
compensating the variations of the individual detector pixels. 

 

Fig. 5: Left:   Standard calibration (SNR=127, limited by structural noise of the DDA)  
 Right: Optimized Multi-Gain calibration (SNR=463) [D] 

 

Figure 5 shows the same DDA area with identical conditions for exposure (120kV, 
7mA, 30mm Al pre-filter, 980mm FDD, 1min exposure time) with a calibration by the 
software from the detector supplier (left) and with an adapted Multi Gain correction (right). 
The structures in the right image show basically the material inhomogeneity of the Alumin-
ium. 

The advantage of the adapted Multi Gain calibration [6] is not only the higher SNR, 
it also saves exposure time. The required image quality defines the necessary integration 
time. Compared to a single point calibration optimal exposure conditions based on  an 
adapted Multi Gain calibration offers the same SNR in a much shorter time frame [2]. If an 
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application requires a SNR of 500, it will take 250s with a single gain calibration; with an 
adapted Multi Gain calibration it needs 15s only.  

 

 
Fig. 6: Benefit of adapted Multi Gain calibration [D] 

 

6. Can a high SNR compensate a lower SRB?  

With a high SNR even very small differences in contrast are detectable. The visibility of 
details depends on the contrast difference and the SNR (see chap. 3). Figure 7 shows an 
image captured with a detector with a SRB of 320µm – showing a hole line which is only 
127µm in diameter. Due to the high SNR it can be detected in the image. 

 

 
The object covers 1/3 of  the 
pixels only. 

Fig. 7: Digital radiograph of a test object with drilled side holes of different diameter. With a high 
SNR even details smaller than 1 Pixel are visible (shown image: highpass filtered ). This effect is 
called subpixel resolution. [B] 

 

At high SNR it is sufficient that only a part of a pixel gets the information. In figure 
7 just a third of the pixel is covered by the hole line still giving a third of the signal contrast 
of the line. With a SNR of 900 a contrast of 1/300th (~0.3%) can be detected.  
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Another example with a steel weld (test weld BAM 5) proves the substitution of 
low SRB with high SNR. In figure 8 a part of an 8mm steel weld is shown as highpass fil-
tered images. The film image (AGFA D2, class C1 EN 584-1, left picture) was done with 
330s exposure time and the image from a detector with 200µm SRB, at a magnification of 
3.0 and with 100s exposure time only. [3]  

 

  

  
Fig. 8: Details from the test weld BAM 5 with film SRB<50µm (left) and DDA with  SRB=200 µm 

 

In the detector image [E] you can see porosity in the upper left area which is magni-
fied in the second row and the “bird” like structure in the right area. Both flaws are hard to 
detect in the film image. 

 

7. Will DDAs really provide better, faster, cheaper inspection? 

To find answers a Probability of Detection (POD) study for Inconel welds was done at Boe-
ing by Bill Meade, Clay Kidwell and Greg Warren [4]. The objective was to compare the 
inspection reliability of film, real time technique and digital radiography. To make the ex-
periment statistically robust, actual production techniques and practices for existing meth-
ods were used and the inspection was done by certified Level II inspectors.  

 

The POD study specimen were selected as follows (see fig. 9):  
 Pipe with 4” diameter, highest percentage of work 
 .078” wall thickness inconel “worst case thickness” 
 20 specimens, two “TIG” welds per specimen 
 72 EDM notches 

o   6 different lengths: .005”, .010”, .020”, .040”, .080”, .160” 
o   3 different depths: .005”, .010”, .020” 
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o   4 of each length/size 
• Two of each length/size on root side of weld, two on toe side of weld 
• Random clock position 
• Random specimen & weld assignment 

o Some welds had no defects 
 

Fig. 9: Test specimen for the POD study 

 

Film Reliability Assessment was done under the following conditions: 
 Evaluated both double-wall and single-wall techniques 

•  “1T” image quality required for both double-wall and single-wall techniques 
 Utilized typical production parameters 
 Pantak 160 kV CP tube with 3.0 mm focal spot 

•  Single wall: 5 views, 150kV, 19 mA, 55s, 60” SFD, Kodak MX125 film 
•  Double wall: 2 views (0° & 90°), 140kV, 19 mA, 80s, 60” SFD, Kodak M100 film 

 Each part radiographed three times per inspector (1440 pieces of film total!): 
•  (12 opportunities to “hit or miss” a particular defect length/size combination) 
•  Inspectors instructed to review as if it were production film 
•  Film order was randomized & inspectors “blind” to specimen ID 

  “Hit or miss” data analyzed using USAF approved software package 

 

Radioscopy Reliability Assessment was done according to: 
 Double-wall technique with single-wall interpretation (front wall only) 

•  “1T” image quality required (marginally achieved) 
 Utilized typical production parameters 

•  Pantak 225 kV microfocus tube with 180kV, .3 mA 
•  NAI 9” Image intensifier 
•  6X magnification (14 views per weld) 
•  32 frame recursive filter 

 Each part radiographed three times per inspector: 
•  (12 opportunities to “hit or miss” a particular defect length/size combination) 
•  Inspectors reviewed under “live” production conditions 
•  Part order was randomized & inspectors were “blind” to specimen ID 

  “Hit or miss” data analyzed using USAF approved software package 
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Finally, the DDA Reliability Assessment was performed under the following condi-
tions: 

  Double-wall technique with single-wall interpretation (front wall only) 
•   “1T” image quality required (easily achieved) 

  Parameters 
•  Feinfocus microfocus tube with 167kV, 1.15 mA (out of microfocus range) 
•  Thales FS 35 amorphous silicon panel, 14 bit, 127 µm detector pitch 
•  YXLON Image 3500 DD software 
•  3.5X magnification (5 views per weld) 
•  8 frames averaged (acquisition time 12 seconds) 
•  3 Look Up Tables (LUT’s) per view with 5 second interval 

o all had “1T” image quality 

 

Fig. 10:  Comparison of POD by Volume parameter (length · depth) for Digital, RTX, 
 Single-Wall and Double Wall Film 

 

The “Volume parameter” in the study was defined as length · depth.  The study re-
sults shows that a flaw of 0.05mm2 is detected by a digital system with the same probability 
as with single wall film exposure a flaw of 0.12 mm2 – which is more that double the size. 
For the same probability of detection a more than 10 times larger flaw is needed with dou-
ble wall film inspection.  

The main reason for the advantage of the digital system was the much higher detec-
tion rate measured by the flaw depth contrast. A flaw with 0.15mm depth had the same 
POD with the DDA system like a flaw with a 0.42mm depth using single wall film. The 
higher POD based of the depth of the flaw results from the superior contrast sensitivity of 
digital systems using adapted calibrations.  
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Fig. 11: Comparison of “Hits” for Digital, Single-Wall, RTX and Double Wall Film techniques 

 

Why did DDA score better than all other methods? 
Suspected reasons are: 
1. High SNR and high CS in comparison to single wall and double wall film inspection 
2. High resolution and high contrast data in comparison to image intensifier radioscopy 
3. Contrast enhancement tools by use of multiple LUT’s for optimized viewing (16 Bit) 
4. Controlled viewing conditions: 

•  All operators must view results in exactly the same manner  
(same amount of time, same luminance, etc.) 

5. Magnification 
•  Repeated opportunities to find the same defect 
•  More defects exceed lower vision detection threshold 

6. Repeatability of inspection set up 

The time savings by using DDA systems with robotic manipulator for a 6” diameter 
Inconel duct with 10 welds will be significant. Radiography with the current film process 
takes 2-3 hours; using current radioscopy inspection it takes only 35-40 minutes. With the 
DDA system and with part manipulation 12 minutes are sufficient for the same task. 

The POD study  was not performed with the best available DDA. The new genera-
tion of DDAs has improved in CS and SNR by a factor of 2.5. Together with optimized 
software technology for detector calibration and for image display this will increases the 
“hit rate” for DDA systems even more. 
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8. Examples  

A turbine blade and a duct was exposed with film and DDA as example for parts 
from production. The Agfa D2 film (film system CEN:C1 / ASTM:Special) was digitized 
with 16 Bit and 50µm resolution. 

 

Fig. 12:  Turbine blade with best radiographic film system class (left) [420s exposure time]  
 and a DDA system (right) [60s exposure time]; highpass filtered images. [A] 

 

The images of fig. 12 were filtered with a highpass filter. The lower images in fig. 
12 show a magnification of the penetrameter holes (ASTM E 1025) on the blade. The size 
of the 1T hole is 254µm in diameter. The film was exposed 7 minutes, the digital images 
were captured in 1 minute only. 

The upper end of the turbine blade is already overexposed with the film (the density 
range of the film scanner is limited to D < 4.2). The contrast in the DDA image is sufficient 
to see the cooling channels separated. 

As second example (fig. 13) a small titanium weld at a duct was captured with a 
DDA system in 16s only. The film system needed 100s exposure time.  
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Fig. 13:  One inch Duct with film (left) and DDA system (right) [highpass filtered] 
 Lowest picture of Semi Automatic System with indications of the NLD algorithm [E] 

 

This example also shows the potential for a semi automatic inspection system where 
the computer indicates the probable defects. With a mouse click on the flaw the inspector 
gets the size and can do the final decision. The semi automatic system assures that potential 
defects will not be missed and provides a fixed threshold for the good or bad decision [5]. 
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9. Conclusion  

The new DDA systems are suitable for film replacement. Since the requirements for film 
radiography for medical and NDT applications are different, standardized algorithms are 
necessary to measure the image quality for NDT.  

The properties of NDT film systems are described in different standards. The basic 
parameters for digital radiology are the normalized SNRNorm and the basic spatial resolution 
SRB. SNRNorm limits for classification can be derived form several standards. SNRNorm of 
DDA system depends on integration time, the calibration procedure and radiation quality. It 
can exceed the SNRNorm of film systems by the factor of 20 or even more. The very high 
SNR gives a superior contrast sensitivity CS (especially using magnification techniques). 
Depending on the exposure conditions and a proper calibration DDA systems achieve a 
contrast sensitivity of about 1/1000th of the wall thickness.  

A high contrast sensitivity can compensate a lower SRB. With a high CS fine de-
tails below one pixel size give enough signal to become visible. 

Adapted highpass filters can even increase the visibility of inhomogeneities.  

IQIs should be applied to guaranty the expected material contrast sensitivity.  

DDA systems need a computer. The computer can be used to support the inspector 
by evaluation of potential defects in semi automatic systems. 

DDAs are mostly suitable for in-house inspections, because they need stabil tem-
perature and moisture conditions. They are an excellent tool for serial part inspection and 
Computed Tomography and also for laboratory inspections. Due to its high image quality, 
dynamic range and speed they dominate stationary applications and speed up film replace-
ment. 
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[A] Detector: Perkin Elmer XRD1620 AM3 
[B]  Detector: Perkin Elmer RID 512 AF1 
[C]  Detector: Ajat DIC 100T 
[D]  Detector: Hamamatsu C7942 
[E]  Detector: Perkin Elmer XRD1620 AN3 
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